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The Eden Valley Museum – everywhere has a story to tell

THE EDEN VALLEY MUSEUM SUMMER EXHIBITION REVEALS
THE HISTORY AND HERALDRY OF “OUR GREAT NEIGHBOURS”

Editorial

Diary Dates

History is a wide-ranging subject: for
example, the endless list of Kings and
Queens that some of us were forced to
learn at school, or perhaps the history of
wars or of economic, religious or political
movements.

AGM

Local history is much more manageable
and meaningful to our current lives, often
involving the relationship of ‘real’ people
with places or events. Two good examples
of this can be seen in our recent exhibitions,
the first relating Sir Winston Churchill to
his occupancy of Chartwell, the second
dealing with the way people from this
locality dealt with the traumatic upheaval of
the Second World War.
In this issue we have two articles which
follow this ‘people/place’ theme. One,
written by local writer and traveller, Kev
Reynolds, tells the story of Octavia Hill,
the well-known Victorian ‘activist’ and cofounder of the National Trust. Kev focuses
specifically on her love for Crockham Hill
and the hills above it – so great a love that
she preferred to be buried there rather than
in Westminster Abbey. The second article
is by Chris McCooey a Southborough
author of some seven books dealing
with characters and past events in Kent
and Sussex. In this extract he relates the
extraordinary story of an extraordinary man
who made Chiddingstone Castle and its
fascinating collections what they are today.
We hope that you will enjoy these articles
– which reminds us that the museum is not
only about the town of Edenbridge but very
much about the villages and settlements in
and around the Eden Valley - as well as all
the other contributions to this issue.
Alan Davies
Front Cover Picture: Hever Castle ©B. Gibbs / TopFoto



Tuesday 23 May 2006
Special deal at Haywards Restaurant for
supper before the meeting. - See page 6

Puppet Making

Half term activities for children
Thursday, 1 June 10am till 12 am and 2pm
till 4.00pm. - See page 19

‘Our Great Neighbours’

Wednesday, June 21 to Sunday, 17 September 2006. - See pages 17 & 26

Markbeech evening walk

Sunday, 3 September 2006 - See page 7

Heritage Open Days Weekend

Saturday, 9 September 10.00 am till 4.30
With extra activities and a ‘Michelmas Fair’
and catering. Sunday, 10 September
2.00 pm till 4.30pm extra activities tba
- See page 26

Members Outing to Faversham
Date tba. - See page 7

First phase of ‘Sports’ Exhibition
Dates tba. - See page 27

Late Night Shopping
Dates tba. - See page 26

Our Visitors Say It Best - March / April
Atkinson

New Zealand

Evolve

Edenbridge

Leppard

Penshurst

Foster

Devon

Buss

Cowden

Cooper

Wales

Collins

Hildenborough

Oake

South Africa

Castello

Australia

Great place
Enjoyed the puzzles
Lovely photos
Trip down memory lane
What a lovely surprise
So many childhood memories
Brilliant and nice staff
Fascinating
Very interesting - excellent

Denys Eyre Bower (1905 – 1977)
and Chiddingstone Castle
Denys Eyre Bower was born in 1905 into a
well-off Derbyshire family; although he did
not inherit money from his family (certainly
not enough to buy a castle), he inherited
a love of fine art - Denys’s father was a
collector of Chinese porcelain.
He joined the Midland Bank after leaving
grammar school when he was 17 years
old and his modest, but steady clerk’s
income allowed him, over the next 20 years
to build up the basis of his collections.
During the economically difficult years of
the 1920’s and 1930’s an astute collector
could pick up quality items for a song.
He appreciated any object that was well
crafted but specialized in four areas: Stuart
and Jacobite memorabilia (including
part of the heart of James II), Japanese
lacquer ware and samurai armour, Ancient
Egyptian artifacts and figures of Buddha.
In 1942 he moved to London, and set up
as an antique dealer at No 2 Baker Street.
He began to make a name for himself as a
knowledgeable buyer at auctions. In 1956,
he bought Chiddingstone Castle in Kent
for £6,000 with a 100% bank loan. Owned
and lived in by the Streatfeild family from
the early 1500s to 1948, the building had
metamorphosed from an old manor house
into a fine red brick Caroline mansion
and then into a romantic castle, surfaced
with sandstone blocks and with towers
and turrets, crenellating and embattling,
sometime around 1800. It was this ‘castle’
that Bower bought and he opened it with
his collections to the public, hoping to earn
a living and pay off the debt to the bank.
The building was in such bad repair that he
could hardly, quite literally on occasions,
keep his head above water; the roof leaked
so badly in wet weather. Later on he
commented wryly: “the trouble with white

Denys Eyre Bower by Dame Laura Knight RA
from the front cover of the book by
Mary Eldridge published in the aid of the
Denys Eyre Bower Trust

elephants is that they come cheap but have
voracious appetites.”
His salvation came, or so he thought, when
he met Anna Grimaldi, daughter of one
of the Grimaldis of Monaco who said she
was the widow of the Comte d’Estainville
and had fled to Peckham in London to
escape the attentions of her family who was
pestering her to marry again. ‘Naive’ and
‘gullible’ come to mind, as Bower’s friends
could clearly see that she was an imposter
-she got away with not speaking French by
saying she was in England to practice her
English!
Anna and Denys became engaged in 1957
but the Comtess (in reality the daughter of



a Peckham bus driver) broke it off when
she realised that the castle owner was not as
rich as she thought (one wonders, who was
kidding whom?)- in fact he had no money,
just a huge debt. Denys went up to Peckham
to remonstrate with her, carrying a handgun,
which he had acquired by chance when he
found it in the drawer of a desk that he had
bought at auction. He intended to deliver
an ultimatum: if she did not marry him, he
would blow his brains out in front of her.
When she refused, he pulled the gun out to
carry through with his threat but it went off
accidentally. The Comtess collapsed in a
pool of blood. He thought he had killed her.
He turned the gun on himself, but instead of
putting it to his head, he pointed it into his
stomach and pulled the trigger …….
When he came to he was in hospital ,
having had his spleen removed in an
emergency operation, and a policeman
was next to his bed. He was charged
with attempted murder and suicide (still a
crime then), found guilty and given a life
sentence. The Tabloids had a field day with

headings like;
‘CASTLE OWNER SHOOTS FIANCEE.’
Denys, although protesting his innocence,
accepted his sentence and spent the next
five years in Wormwood Scrubs. He was
taught bookbinding in prison and in spite of
his disability -he’d fallen off his motorbike
in his youth and a lorry had run over and
crushed his right hand (which accounts for
why he was not called up in the war) - he
spent his time binding his collection of
Stuart and Jacobite pamphlets, a collection
considered to be the finest apart from that
held by the British royal family.
Needless to say, the bank was concerned
about its loan to a man serving time at Her
Majesty’s Pleasure and this is where Ruth
Eldridge and her sister Mary come into the
story. Ruth had trained as a solicitor and
she had followed the case in the newspapers
and felt strongly that a miscarriage of
justice had taken place. An article written
in The Sunday Pictorial that she considered
to be libellous also incensed her, suggesting
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that Denys came from a family with a long
history of insanity. “I had to take the case
on,” Ruth recalls.”It seemed to me that
kicking a man when he was down may well
be the best time to kick him, but it was so
unfair.”
With full power of attorney while Bower
was incarcerated, Ruth set about the
daunting task of keeping the collections
together and trying to make the castle
weatherproof. To say the place was a mess
was an understatement. Cobwebs, dust
and dirt, dog muck (two had run free in
the house for years), damp walls, pilfering
by visitors and caretakers -all had to be
dealt with. By physical hard work and
judicious selling of items deemed not
essential to the core of each collection, the
castle limped along until the time came for
Bower to be released under license. (Ruth
was particularly pleased that a libel action
against The Sunday Pictorial was won and
that the paper paid damages of £9,750).

saying: “My shooting days are over.”
Ruth was still involved too, keeping an eye
on the finances of the place and supporting
Denys. Her sister Mary explained the
relationship: “It was obvious that Denys
could not survive on his own. He took
appalling risks financially, but to abandon
him would be rather like letting go of a
drowning man that you had just rescued,
and leaving him to drown. Besides he was
a genius in his way, working like a tornado,
yet always very quietly and patiently in a
blinkered way, obsessed with his collection.
He always said he was not creative, not
original. But he was truly an artist, and like
many artists he needed an impresario.”
Bower died in 1977, but thanks to the
Eldridge sisters, Chiddingstone Castle and
its fine collections are looked after by a
charitable trust and continue to shine as a
beacon of English eccentricity.
Christopher McCooey

Denys came back to live in Chiddingstone
when he was released under licence, and
began to play his part, still going to auctions
when something caught his eye as well as
showing visitors around; he never let on to
them that the collections were his pride and
joy and that he owned the castle (or rather
the bank did). Locals recall him as reserved
if not aloof, and he lived in stately squalor,
neither tidying nor cleaning his private
quarters. He could not resist a bargain,
even for groceries. Late on a Saturday he
would drive his Rolls Royce into Tunbridge
Wells and buy up reduced items; in fact he
seemed to live on streaky bacon and overripe bananas.
Despite his prison ordeal, his humour
remained intact - his neighbour Lord Astor
of Hever Castle once invited him on a
pheasant shoot but he politely declined by

(an extract from his “Kent Characters
– Wacky, Weird and Wonderful” available
from him (£11.50) at Wood Cottage, Modest
Corner, Southborough TN4 0LX.)

©TopFoto.co.uk

Chiddingstone Castle is closed this year
for alterations but will re-open to the
public in 2007



From The Secretary

Newsletter Editor

AGM

We are very sorry to be losing the services
of our Newsletter Editor, Alan Davies.
Alan joined the executive, initially as
Membership Officer, in March 2002 and
latterly has concentrated on producing
the Newsletter with its lively and topical
editorials - the current edition being Alan’s
9th.

Our AGM will take place on 23 May in
Rickards Hall at 8.00pm – so please put the
date in your diaries now.
This year we have two vacancies on the
Executive and very much hope some of
you will either put your names forward, or
encourage others to accept a nomination.
The executive have the legal responsibilities
of trustees but the duties are not onerous,
with a maximum of six meetings a year
held in an informal atmosphere. We
really need your support, enthusiasm
and new ideas to help the EVM meet the
changing needs of the museum and exciting
challenges ahead.
Make a Night of It
Why not take an early supper before then
and eat at Hayward’s Restaurant in the High
Street? Normal opening hour is 6.30p.m.but
Marcus is willing to open at 6.00p.m.for us.
10% discount on that night, on presentation
of either this Newsletter or an EVMT
membership card.
BOOKING ESSENTIAL - 01732 866223



Alan was a great support to the Executive
committee when the Museum were
struggling financially. With his business
background he made a key contribution
in sorting out our legal commitments,
obligations and responsibilities, which
allayed many of the concerns at that time.
He also organized a highly successful
Crockham Hill residents fund raising
evening introducing the village to the
Museum. Always keen to draw the villages
into support for the museum it is fitting that
his final editorial should follow this theme.
We thank him for his valuable contribution
and are pleased he is to remain as a holding
trustee for the lease and will still be helping
with sourcing articles for the Newsletter.
We now need someone to take on the
position as Editor. Our Chairman has in
place plenty of help with the technical side
- plus lots of ideas for future articles - so
there will be plenty of support.

Membership

Curatorial Advisor

We are encouraged that our membership
keeps growing and hope you all take the
opportunity, when in town, to pop into
the museum and see the changes in the
galleries, read the notice board, buy from
the shop or just chat with the stewards.
Most important of all please renew your
membership and encourage your friends
and neighbours to do likewise.

Elizabeth Amias, who has been our
curatorial advisor since leaving to become
the Curator at East Surrey Museum in 2003,
has recently moved to Leicester to start a
new life and family! The link between the
curatorial advisor in a mainly volunteerrun museum is invaluable and Elizabeth
has always been exceeding helpful and
proactive in sharing her knowledge and
keeping us ahead of the game with what

is necessary to meet the new accreditation
standards. Thank you Elizabeth, and our
very best wishes to you and Elliott in your
new home.
We are waiting for a new advisor to be
suggested by SEMLAC and in the interim
can call on the help of our Museum
Development Officer, Samantha Bowen.

Faversham
We are proposing a day trip to Faversham
town and Museum, for members and
friends, on a Saturday in late September
early October.

©TopFoto.co.uk

Faversham is a picturesque medieval market
town with many restored 18th century
buildings. There is a pedestrianised
shopping area, plenty of cafes for a coffee
or lunch and a market under the Guildhall
operates on Saturdays. Faversham has
two particularly interesting connections;
the oldest brewery in Britain, Shepherd
Neame, is situated right in the heart of
the town and the gunpowder mills which
were in existence as far back as the late
16th century. The trip will provide an
opportunity to look round this historic town
and include a visit to the really fascinating
volunteer run Fleur de Lis Heritage Centre,
housed in a Grade 2 listed building. The
Curator and volunteers at the Centre were

particularly helpful to the Collection
Management team last year so we may also
be allowed “behind the scenes”. There will
also be an opportunity, at a small extra cost,
to take a guided walk around the town to
see the listed buildings, architectural styles,
the Creek, and barges etc.
We intend to hire a coach so it is important
that we have a good turnout so we do not
make a loss. We anticipate the cost will
be around £15 per head. Please tell the
Secretary if you are interested in coming.

Fund Raising

We have two events planned:
A Garden Walk: Markbeech
an early evening circular garden walk,
between Edells and Falconhurst, is planned
for Sunday 3 September. There will be
plenty of historical things to see on the
walk; the church, the school, the Jubilee
Victoria relief, the Jubilee oak, the war
shelter, the Kentish Horse, the Old Farm,
the railway tunnel connected with the riots
and Hole Cottage, finishing at Markbeech
Village Hall for light refreshments
‘Markbeech, The Unknown Village’ by Tim
Boyle, refers.

©J. Balean / TopFoto

A Michaelmas Fair:
to be held in Rickards Hall on the morning
of Saturday 9 September to coincide with
Heritage Weekend.



SHOP NEWS
We have a new thimble design being produced for sale in the shop. The image is of
the model of Church House. Our policy
from now on is to sell mainly items of local
interest and to promote local businesses
and artists whenever possible. My thanks to
Anne Bickers for stepping in as shop manager for as long as she could before moving
out of the district. Now we need another
person to look after this interesting part
of the museum. Is there anyone out there
who would like to give it a try? It mainly
involves re-ordering items and sometimes
seeking out new products. The Museum Assistants keep everything clean and looking
presentable. Please make yourselves known
– soon! – to the office.

©L. Champion

R.I.P. The Granary - 2006
This picture (below), courtesy of Alan Dell, shows the most recent departure from the town’s
skyline. The building was a purpose-made agricultural warehouse occupied by D.H. Honour
& Son until the 1968 floods put the watermill out of action.



Octavia Hill
– the Crockham Hill Connection
On a visit to the country in the summer of
1877, Charles and Gertrude Lewes came
across Crockham Hill Common
to discover a small cottage
thatched with heather
and with a goat
grazing on the
roof. Charmed
by what they
found, they
managed to
lease The
Warren
from the
Squerryes
Estate, and
subsequently
spent many
weekends and
holidays there,
sharing their
new-found love for
©T
the area with family
op
Fo
to
and friends.
Gertrude Lewes was a sister of
Octavia Hill, that champion of housing
reform, co-founder of the National Trust
and advocate of the need for open spaces,
who was to become one of the most
influential women of the Victorian era, and
Crockham Hill’s own adopted ‘saint’.
Being introduced to the greensand ridge
through visits to The Warren in her early
forties, Octavia quickly developed her
own attachment to the Kent and Surrey
hills in general, and to Crockham Hill in
particular. So with her great friend and
companion, Harriot Yorke, a plot of land
was bought not far from The Warren, and in
1884 they took possession of Larksfield, ‘a
vernacular revival cottage, hung with soft

red tiles and tucked into the slope.’ With a
garden full of flowers and the birds to keep
her company, Larksfield made a peaceful
bolthole away from the pressures and
concerns of Octavia’s important housing
work in London, and a base from
which she could recharge her
batteries by wandering
the network of
footpaths that gave
both exercise and
fresh air.
Although
her main
life’s work
was spent
improving
housing
conditions
for the
London poor,
Octavia Hill
had a lifelong
passion for the
countryside, through
which she became a
powerful lobbying force
behind the Commons Preservation
Society. Understanding the importance of
open spaces - ‘green lungs’ as she called
them - she would readily confront any
landowner who attempted to deny access to
a footpath which crossed their land. Small
of stature, she was nonetheless a formidable
opponent of anything she considered unjust,
and would stand her ground in the certainty
of right.
Being ahead of her time in so many ways,
in a remark to her sister Miranda, Octavia
summarised the slow acceptance by others
of the need for open spaces for which she
fought so long: ‘When I first began the
work, people would say, “I will give money
for necessaries for the poor; but I do not see
what they want with recreation.” Then after


a few years, they said, “I can understand
poor people needing amusement; but what
good will open spaces do them?” And now
everybody recognises the importance of
open spaces.’
In her perceptive biography, Gillian Darley
points out that Octavia’s romantic ideal
of open space and the countryside was
a constant theme throughout her life.
Although she is more widely remembered
today for being one of the co-founders
of the National Trust - and the Trust
these days is generally associated with
the possession of historic buildings - it is
perhaps worth remembering that it was
conceived as a means of ‘accepting, holding
and purchasing open spaces for the people
in town and country,’ and was founded as
‘The National Trust for Preserving Places
of Natural Beauty and of Historic Interest’.
It was only after her death that the Trust, in
other hands, dramatically changed its nature
and direction.
With an eloquence to match her passion,
Octavia addressed numerous public

meetings and wrote letters, pamphlets and
articles arguing for the preservation of
open spaces. In 1888 she calculated that
the population in the east of London had
just one acre of ‘preserved space’ for every
7,481 people. Such a statistic appalled
her sense of justice and reason, and she
protested: ‘The need of quiet, the need of
air, the need of exercise, and, I believe, the
sight of sky and of things growing, seem
human needs, common to all men.’
She was especially eager to acquire
favoured vantage points within reach of
London, to enable the city-dweller to take
‘a Saturday afternoon from gas-lighted city
office or many storied London street. There
he can rest on the grassy or wooded slopes,
and feast his eyes on the marvellous blue of
the hill before him.’
Blue indeed. Octavia herself wrote of her
love for ‘the blue of the Ashdown Forest
range .. seen across the slopes of wild
hyacinth or meadow grass, the sight of
sunset or moon rise.’
Places of natural beauty spread in all

The Warren - photograph ©Kev Reynolds
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directions from her home on Crockham Hill
Common, and she explored with vigour.
Toys Hill (‘the first beautiful site in England
dedicated as a memorial’) and Ide Hill (‘the
breezy hill, wide view, woodland glades,
tiny spring, all yours and mine and every
citizen’s for all time to come’) both bear
witness to her love of the district. But it was
Mariner’s Hill, that jutting spur of land that
makes such an effective outlook over the
Weald above Crockham Hill village, that
drew Octavia time and again until it became
her own place of pilgrimage.
In 1903 she began to buy sections of
Mariner’s Hill to preserve its character
and unique panorama. The first was on the
western fringe with a sunset view, and four
years later she dedicated a stone seat there
in memory of her mother who had died in
1902 aged 94. Then a small child dressed
in a red cap and long golf cape ‘that made
him look like a little gnome’, Octavia’s
great-nephew Arthur (who, as Commander
Ouvry, later lived at The Warren with his
wife Susan), helped spread the mortar for
the base, and gave a hand in planting an oak
tree close by.
Bit by bit she took possession of that
glorious hilltop, and on 25 June 1908 she
held an open day there, with a brake sent to
meet invitees at Oxted station, and Harriot
Yorke taking charge of the catering. She
had most of Mariner’s Hill by now, but not
the south-eastern slope. ‘If we do get this
additional slope,’ she wrote, ‘all our view
to the East will be unimpeded land and sky
giving delicious sense of space. Imagine
the joy of that hilltop with all its view and
air … leave it free for those that love it, and
will find joy and peace there for years to
come.’
The day before her death from cancer on 13
August 1912, Octavia Hill received a £500
cheque that secured the final section of

Mariner’s Hill for the National Trust – not
simply to benefit the villagers of Crockham
Hill, but ‘the dwellers in crowded streets
who seek a restful and inspiring spot within
easy reach of town’. It remains her lasting
legacy for all who find themselves drawn as
she was to that great vista over the Weald
with its green patchwork of woodland
and meadow, and the blue distant hills of
Ashdown Forest forming a rim to the south.
It provides a powerful testament to what she
herself called ‘the healing gift of space.’
On her death, the offer of a funeral at
Westminster Abbey was turned down by
her family. Instead, a private family funeral
took place at the church of the Holy Trinity,
Crockham Hill, in whose churchyard she
is buried in the churchyard. Moreover, her
marble effigy now lies next to the altar.
Kev Reynolds

Pootings

©J. Higgs

This small settlement is on the Crockham
Hill – Four Elms – Hever road. According
to legend, it derives its name from
the mediaeval French ‘la Poutaine’ or
prostitute’ and records the amorous
activities of Henry VIII with the daughter of
the manor, while on his way to visit Anne
Boleyn. There are, as is often the case, other
explanations…….
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Eden Valley Village life in old postcards.
Exhibition from Alan Dell’s postcard collection.
NOW on view in the Buttery and Pantry.
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Eden Valley Village life in old postcards.
Exhibition from Alan Dell’s postcard collection.
NOW on view in the Buttery and Pantry.
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Dynamic duo leave town for smallest
county in England
Trust members Robin and Anne Bickers,
whose combined service to the Trust exceeds
sixteen years will shortly be saying good bye
to Edenbridge and the Eden Valley Museum to
move closer to relations in Rutland.

surprisingly by rail. All who joined the group
had a very interesting afternoon. Further visits
and talks followed.
Marketing events included Heritage Day, the
Edenbridge Festival and of course the displays
at the Edenbridge and Oxted Agricultural show.
Anne and Robin were always ready to help
set up and clear away and of course staff the
displays and stalls.
Once the renovation work began Robin was able
to check and chivvy progress and as opening
day got closer Anne and Robin rolled up their
sleeves and joined the night shift to carry out
the fit out. Slaving in the heat of June 2000, they
worked with others to create the displays, fix
the lighting and mount the information panels.
Those in the team will remember Robin taking
great delight in drilling holes in our expensive
mannequins to enable the speakers to work
effectively.

Robin Bickers improving the sound of the mannequins. ©J. Higgs

Both Robin and Anne were involved from the
outset of the project, Robin representing the
Town Council and Anne the primary school.
Robin’s support for the project as a Councillor
and his professional expertise as an architect,
which complemented the skills of fellow
architect Doug Griffin, were put to good use
during the lifetime of the Edenbridge Museum
Initiative. Anne’s down to earth common sense
could be used to bring proceedings back to
reality if necessary. Progress during the first
year seemed slow and some early members
drifted away but not the Bickers.
The formation of the Trust saw Robin elected
as the first Chair and Anne as membership
secretary. Robin soon proved to be both a
leader and a team member proving the latter
in his role as a key member of the project
team. His architectural skills and doggedness
in matters to do with the Town Council helped
the project take shape and enabled a sound
proposal to be put before the Heritage Lottery
Fund. Meanwhile, Anne sought to build up
membership, meet the targets of the business
plan and arrange activities. Our first visit was
to the Croydon Clocktower Museum, travel,
given the Bickers interest in trains, was not
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Robin continued to chair the Trust for a
further year after opening, whilst Anne
later relinquished her role as membership
secretary but continued as a member of the
Trust Executive and latterly had volunteered
to be the shopkeeper. Despite reduced formal
responsibilities Anne continued to be a steward
and both were always prepared to help at events.
During the height of activity Robin and Anne
were living in a temporary home and building
their new house in Swan Lane. Yet they found a
quantity of time to give to the Museum project.
The writer as project director valued Robin’s
measured advice, belief that we would succeed,
calm personality and practical skills and Anne’s
commitment and sense of humour.
We will all remember their enthusiasm and
willingness to turn a hand to what ever needed
doing to ensure the town and surrounding
area benefited from a jewel in the crown. We
wish them well in their new life and hope that
Rutland will also gain from the contribution
that Anne and Robin have made to Edenbridge
during their stay in the town.
Don Garman

‘OUR GREAT NEIGHBOURS’
Opening in Midsummer, ‘Our Great Neighbours’,
a visual introduction to the great country houses
of the Eden Valley. The Eden Valley Museum is
the best starting place for visitors to the Weald to
begin their exploration of the golden triangle that
is this part of the Garden of England.

Private View on Monday 19 June at 7.30 for
members and by invitation.
Open to the public from Wednesday 21 June
until Sunday 17 September.

Squerryes

Quebec House

Penshurst Place

Knole

Chartwell

Hever Castle

Hammerwood House

All pictures ©TopFoto
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CURATOR’S COLUMN
Our 2006 season opened on Wednesday
1st February after much behind the scenes
work in the stores by Helen’s team (see
her account) and yours truly and others
putting away the WW2 exhibition, returning
deposed exhibits to their usual place and
finding new items for the gaps.
A temporary display of some of the
postcards from Alan Dell’s collection is
on show in the Buttery & Pantry and it
concentrates on our local villages. The High
Street Bedroom has some beautiful clothing
which is now in the ‘mock shop’ window.
Different items are to be seen in the school
display cabinet together with scales which
were used at Hever School in the 50s. In
the Courtyard Bedroom Doug Griffin’s
model of what the Manor at Delaware may
have looked like in the 17th century is on
show along with his plans and drawings

The finished model of Delaware Manor.

©J. Higgs

When Doug Griffin and Alan Dell were
researching for their work on the Delaware
model they came across an inventory which
was taken on the death of William Seylyard
and is dated 1605. It is so entertaining to
read that I plan to produce a more legible
copy to go with the Delaware display. I
am sure visitors will find it fascinating and
amusing: for instance a list of the pewter
items runs – 12 platters, 7 grete platters,
12 platters of an owld fassion, 12 dishes
of one sorte, 12 dishes of a lesser sorte,
28 dishes of six several fassions owld, 12
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other dishes, 4 owld dishes….6 rounde
pottingers, 12 cred porregers…….5 pye
plates…….1 pece of bason wayinge all 294
pownde at 5d the pownde…….6 chamber
pootes – owld……..!

Betty Milsted handling objects at the WW2 Exhibition outreach
for Age Concern. There were 15 members at the Leisure Centre.

I have not quite closed the book on ‘Doing
Our Bit’ Local Memories ofWW2, there
are still a few items to be returned and
some work to be done to produce all the
material for the permanent version in the
Lower Hall. It had its first outreach date in
late April. The filing system we invented to
track everything we were lent has worked
very well and is already being used for
the next exhibitions we are working on.
Again I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all the people who lent us their
photographs, documents and objects,
without which it could not have happened.

AIM
Association of Independent Museums
Our museum is an institutional member
of AIM, the Association of Independent
Museums and I am a member of KMG,
Kent Museum Group. Both are very useful.
The KMG keeps us in touch with local
museums so attending their meetings is
good for making contact with staff from
other small independent museums and
local authority run institutions as well.
We can exchange information, find out
what difficulties we all have to cope
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with and visit other members’ museums.
There is usually a speaker at the meetings
keeping us informed of best practice
plus an opportunity to share news and do
some networking. The MDO, Museum
Development Officer, is usually present
and she is our link with the professional
world as her post is funded by the MLA,
Museums,Libraries & Archives Council
which is the government body drawing
down public money and distributing it
to museums through various grants and
initiatives.
AIM is the national body connecting,
supporting and representing independent
museums. It has a regular magazine which
is invaluable for keeping up with what is
going on in the wider world of independent
museums and the work the association does
to protect independent establishments from
over ambitious directives from government
bodies. Our type of establishment is a
hybrid which seeks to reach high standards
of collection care and management and
visitor satisfaction with just a volunteer
workforce. Those ‘on high’ need to be
constantly reminded of this because
although establishments like ours are in
receipt of public money and have to meet
the criteria laid down by the grant givers, a
volunteer work force will not have the time
or the expertise to deal with too many ‘rules
and regulations’. AIM works to keep these
to a realistic level on our behalf.

Visitor Numbers
Visitors are aware that we are now open on
Friday and have been taking advantage of it
from the moment the season started.
We more than doubled our visitor numbers
from 2004 which were 2,241 to 4,400
by the end of 2005 when we closed for
Christmas on Thursday 21st December.
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So far this year we have not had as many
visitors as this time last year but the
donations are up which is interesting. The
Perspex box by the stairs was not installed
until last July.
We have already had 2 large groups who
have very much enjoyed their visit and
have sent us very complimentary letters
to thank us. We continue to have a steady
stream of enquiries from family historians
and some requests for copies of pictures in
our collection. The latter sometimes pose a
problem as we have to be careful we do not
infringe any copyright.

Half Term Children’s Activities
‘Plate Art’
Cheryl Bell and volunteer helpers ran a very
successful event for children’s Half term
Activities in February. The children had
great fun making decorated paper plates
into pictures, puppets, faces or anything
else they could think of. We have decided
to run 2 sessions on Thursdays instead of
1 session on each of two days. The pattern
seemed to work well and we will carry on
holding just Thursday sessions in the future.

Surprises, surprises,
and the local grapevine!
“Try asking Betty, Brenda may be able to
help on that one, oh and Sheila too, ask
her.” “Every time I come in something
interesting happens, you must show Cyril
that he will be fascinated.” Remarks like
this will often be heard in the museum
reception area as we all enjoy the nuggets
of information that come to light or help to
solve another enquiry that has come in via
email or from a visitor. We have had family
history enquiries from Australia, New
Zealand and Canada. Recently visitors
have spotted relatives in our pictures and

have requested copies for this or that
member of the family. I have a tray for
snippets of information and they eventually
make their way to the History Information
Files because they might just be a missing
piece in someone’s jigsaw one day. By
coincidence Jonathan was recently going
through some of the Barbara Penman
Archive files with me and we happened
to have a family tree in our hands for the
Killick family and only that afternoon
someone had asked about relatives of the
Avis family and there on the page in our
hands was an Avis. We handed it to Lyn
and she got more information from Sheila
– another satisfied enquirer!
This month I received an email from
someone asking us to help with details of
his family. When I read where he said they
lived in 1877 a very loud bell rang. Only
days before someone else donated two
items to the collection and the house they
said their relatives had lived in was the
same house!

boxes and recording their whereabouts.
This information was then entered on the
Catalist database. The happy result is a
relatively tidy store and the freeing up of
precious space for the archive and handling
collections. The next long-term task is to
photograph the items for easy reference.

Additions to the collections:
The collection continues to grow: a
prospectus from the Miss Eedes school in
Mill Hill– a programme from the Negresco
Cinema – photographs and a 200 year old
tool specially made by a local blacksmith
which was used to raise mangels from the
ground

Collection Management Boxing-up
Until this winter our accessioned objects,
not on display, have been laid out in
rough numerical order on open shelves
in the upstairs store room. Not ideal as
they gathered the inevitable dust which
accumulates in old buildings and frequently
got out of order. Inspired by a training day
on Documentation for Accreditation we
set about remedying the situation during
the January closure. With conservation
quality bags and document pockets the
collection management team set about the
task of filling and labeling boxes.. The
dedicated volunteers, Jonathan, Lyn,
Sheila, Anne, Jan, Pete, Brenda, Stuart
and Fiona spent many hours packing the
delicate items, placing them in numbered

Mill Hill College was Miss Eedes School. 		

©J. Higgs

Does anyone remember?
Does anyone have any recollection of a
kindergarten that could have been attended
by children in 1947 to 1955. The school
was called Miss Spencer’s and was in a
Victorian house “going up the hill with the
station on the left, you go on a bit until a
turning on the right and the house was on
the right”. This could either be Edenbridge
‘top’ station or Edenbridge Town as the
description of the lie of the land applies
to both! I think I can remember someone
telling me that there was as small private
school in Stangrove Road. Could this be it?
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Gems from the archive.
I could spend hours just looking in the
History Information files that we have
inherited from the EDHS and which
form the core of our archive, they are so
interesting. I came across a gem recently
and it is printed below. Presumably
there are clues within the piece of how
Edenbridge was in 1908. Those who
were living here in 1958 will know how
accurate the prophecy of its future was.
Coincidentally only the night before I
found this extract Kay Wilson had asked the
members of the Research Group if they had
ever heard of the ‘Coffee Palace’, none of
us had.

Half A Century On
An Imaginary Dream of Edenbridge in
1958 - dated 1908
The oppressive heat of a hot summer’s
day in, the middle of July, together with
an unusually busy time, were the elements
that had conspired together to send me
to bed somewhat earlier than is my wont.
Having set my alarm for six o’clock in
the morning, it was not long before I was
snugly ensconced in my “feathery bower”
and, in less time than is necessary to relate,
I was asleep. Having been in this blissful
state, in what appeared only a matter of a
few minutes, I became conscious of a slight
vibration, and I began to bestir myself,
and judge of my astonishment when I
discovered that it was proceeding from a
carriage of a train travelling on the South
Eastern, in which I was a passenger. I
was conscious of having taken a ticket for
Edenbridge, and I was surprised, not to say
startled, to find on casually perusing this
token of honesty, that it was dated “July
26th, 1958”. Surely here was a mistake,
but on alighting I found that everything had
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advanced fifty years, except the railway
and its officials. The latter were shabbily
dressed, while the station had not altered
in one particular. In one word, everything
pointed to the fact that things had gone hard
with the railway company, the cause of
which was not far to seek, for on casting my
eyes upward, dark objects were to be seen
flitting through the air, which I afterwards
discovered were the principal means of
transition in that age. However, anxious to
see what had befallen the good old town of
Edenbridge during this period, I wended
my way down the stone steps, and emerged
into a long street composed of stately villas,
in the grounds of some of which was to
be seen the announcement “To let. Apply
Fox & Co.”, a name which was familiar to
me long ago. I also noticed that grocers,
butchers, bootmakers, drapers, and other
business shops were often to be met,
together with a few vacant plots of ground
open for the speculative builder. I at length
arrived at the entrance to Stangrove Road
and, having passed, let me explain, on my
right the Stangrove Park, in all its summer
splendour, and which retained its oldtime tranquillity, I was much struck at the
improvement in the road, and at the traffic
which proceeded along it, due, I afterwards
learned, to the old Lingfield entrance into
the town being stopped, because of the
many accidents that had occurred there, the
reckless motorists having been responsible
for most of the victims, who had
evidently not improved in their behaviour.
Continuing my way down the hill into the
High Street with feelings of curiosity as to
what fifty years had wrought to the town, I
was confronted on my right with an array
of comparatively recently-built premises,
the former two being business houses under
the management of a London company,
and the latter were two churches, side by
side, the larger being the property of the
Wesleyan fraternity, and the latter of the
Calvinistic followers. Opposite this was

a large restaurant with the words “Coffee
Palace” in large gilt letters, adorning the
front. This was particularly interesting, as
I had a faint recollection of the previous
premises, which occupied this site, and its
genial landlady. I was somewhat at a loss
to understand that, although the town had
grown, the number of butchers’ premises
had decreased, for whereas I had known it
to possess seven, it could only boast of five.

unless they traversed the length of the High
Street, while, from the opposite hotel, they
later poured in such numbers that I came
to the conclusion that the Tannery must
have increased considerably. Seeing this,
I began to examine myself as to whether
I was not back in the year ’08, but as I
considered the great things that had been
done, methought that not even the length
of years had altered the habits of these
men. A desire then betook me to visit the
old church, and I forthwith wended my
way thither, having halted half-way to
examine the magnificent lych gate, which
I learned had been constructed solely by
the men of the town. I had proceeded a
little way in the direction of the church,
noting, casually, that it no longer needed
the stays which I had learned to associate
with this sacred edifice, but it now appeared

What I considered to be one of the greatest
improvements to the town during the
preceding fifty years, was the next to
catch my eye, and it was that the town
possessed no dangerous neck, this having
been remedied by the old fashioned
premises on the left-hand side having been
demolished, and more modern structures
erected, level with the Oddfellows’ Hall,
the antique dealer doing
even greater things in
his new premises. The
throb of the machinery at
work in the Tannery was
still to be heard, and as
this bore upon my ear I
was curious to see if the
employees still retained
some of the habits
which I had considered
somewhat humorous, and
knowing that the hour
for lunch was nigh at
hand, I waited to satisfy
my curiosity, noticing,
whilst doing so, that the
old premises of Messrs.
Wallis had been replaced
with larger and more
modern buildings. As
I stood gazing at these,
the “tanners” began to
troop out of the yard,
most of them negotiating
their lunch, which it
seemed would not digest This house was, until recently, Abbeyfield Lodge in Station Road, Edenbridge.

1908

©EVM
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The High Street looking north to Fox & Manwaring’s c.1908. The present Post Office is built on the field to the left of the photograph.©EVM

capable of standing against the elements
for many centuries yet to come, when I
almost collided with a tall, clerical-looking
gentleman, whom I discovered was the
Vicar. I struck up an acquaintance with a
passer by and made bold to inquire as to
whether the Rev. Somers Cocks was still in
the land of the living, when my informant,
for he was an elderly man, waxed eloquent
in his praise for the former Vicar, relating
what a powerful force the men of the town
had been in his hands, one of his particular
gifts being to arrange entertainments in
which everybody could participate, and,
as a result, large sums of money be raised.
I further noticed on passing through the
church and its environments, that the former
abounded in beautifully stained glass
windows, while the graveyard was almost
full of mounds, and feelings of sadness
possessed me as I recognised many familiar
names of those with whom I had joined in
many a boyish prank. Departing from the
scene, I made my way as far as the River
Eden, and judge of my astonishment when
I saw spread before me a large pleasure
ground, with a band stand in the centre,
while this, together with pleasant walks and
convenient seats, gave it the appearance
of a veritable Eden”. This was evidently
appreciated by the townspeople for they
were there in large numbers, the time being
afternoon. There were also a number of
boats being plied on their way on pleasure
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bent up and down the river, which I might
say had been greatly improved. But just
at this moment I espied a new building to
the left of the church, and possessing as it
did such large proportions, I had a mind to
inspect, and before long I was walking in
that direction. Coming alongside, I was at
a loss to discover what manner of building
it was, my inquisitiveness only being
satisfied upon enquiry from a passer-by,
who informed me that it was the Vicarage,
built in the time of the Rev. Somers Cock
by loyal parishioners, with money raised
by bazaars, entertainments, etc. What a
grand memorial to the harmony that then
prevailed, methought. Having satisfied
myself in every particularway, I again made
my way to the Recreation ground, finding
that the Town Band had now occupied the
bandstand and were discoursing sweet
music. Seating myself comfortably under
a laburnum tree I had a mind to listen to
1958 music, and the band, which I was
informed was still conducted by a Wallis,
struck up a lively air. When about half
way through, the scene began to recede
from my view, and the band had evidently
applied a bell effect in order to make the
item attractive, for I was conscious of
an incessant wringing in my ears, and I
gradually became conscious that I was in
bed, and that the music was proceeding
from my alarm clock, and my experience in
Edenbridge was but a dream.
E.C.

Working as a Research
Volunteer:
by Lyn Layland
In the two years I have been
a Research Volunteer with
the museum I have had many
interesting enquiries. They
range from family history
research, history of a particular
house and its past occupants
and even authors writing
a book, such as a recent
enquiry regarding the start
of myxomatosis at a farm in
Bough Beech. There have
been some very influential and
interesting people living in this
area including; author, Roger
Hargreaves, a Lord Mayor of
London; journalist, Jean Rook;
John Profumo; and BaileeScott who is buried in St. Peter
and St Paul’s churchyard. I
have come across a witches
house in Hever and a house
with a priest hole in Marsh
Green.
Enquiries come not only
from Britain but as far away
as Australia, New Zealand,
and Canada. Edenbridge is
definitely on the map!

NEW LEAFLET
Our new publicity leaflet about our museum (above) designed by Caroline Meekins is now in
circulation. It was paid for with money allocated for publicity from the Big Lottery Grant we
received for the WW2 exhibition.
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FUTURE PROGRAMME
SUMMER EXHIBITION
‘OUR GREAT NEIGHBOURS’
The Research Group had their first meeting
of the new season recently and mapped out
an exciting programme of exhibitions as far
ahead as 2009! Our next one will be ‘Our
Great Neighbours’ and it will have histories
and pictures from our local country houses
that are open to summer visitors. There is
to be a Private View on Monday 19th June
at 7.30 to the Friends and by invitation
only and it will be open to the public
from Wednesday 21 June until Sunday 17
September.

LATE NIGHT CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING 2006
If the Chamber of Commerce goes ahead
with the late night shopping event we will
take part and if weather permits we will
have a table outside with shop items to raise
takings and any money making game or
tombola that can be organized. Last year we
had a steady stream of visitors all evening.
THE GREAT STORM OF 1987
2007 Exhibition

‘Benjamin Latrobe (1764-1820)
designed Hammerwood House
as his first independent job. He
went on to become “the father
of architecture” in America and
worked on the White House and
the Capitol’
ENGLISH HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
WEEKEND
SAT & SUN 9 & 10 SEPTEMBER
We shall take part in this special national
weekend again this year. Anna Griffin
is organizing a ‘Michelmas Fair’ for the
Saturday so please may we ask you to put
that date it your diary for producing things
we can sell. Cakes, produce, plants and
good quality secondhand items. Also prizes
for raffle and tombola stalls please. Focus
is mainly on the building for this event
as it was an English Heritage grant that
enabled it to be renovated. If any volunteers
would like to learn how to assist visitors
in understanding the nature of our timber
framed building please let me know.
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October 2007 is a great excuse for a 20
year commemorative exhibition about the
hurricane and all the terrible weather that
year which includes the heavy snowfall in
January when milk and bread was flown
into Edenbridge by helicopter and the
flooding that occurred locally the week
before the winds came. Please look in your
photograph albums and scrapbooks. We
need stories and pictures. Does anyone have
some film of the event?

SPORTS EXHIBITION & EVENTS
ART EXHIBITION & COMPETITION
2006/7 - Going For Gold in 2012

Point to Point races at Edenbridge - 1922
Judge Farrant on Thornton Le Moor

©TopFoto

Our joint event with the Leisure Centre
focussing on local sports associations and
which is yet untitled, is beginning to take
shape and we will announce a date for its
opening in the Autumn as it will have a
rolling programme of changing exhibits
and events which will carry on into 2007.
The subject for the Art Exhibition and
Competition for 2007 will be sport.
Photographs have already started coming in
together with offers of objects for display. If
anyone has any connection with local sports
clubs and associations please start spreading
the word so that we get stories, histories,
facts, pictures and objects for display.
LOCAL SCHOOLS PAST & PRESENT
2008 Exhibition
This will be the subject for a big exhibition
in 2008. Local participation will again
be needed for the supply of information,
objects and pictures. New members in the
Research Group will enable us to take a
more academic approach to the subject this
time. This venture will involve the town and
all the surrounding villages in our collecting
area.

THE GREAT MIGRATION
2009 Exhibition
This is the great migration into Edenbridge
that began in the late 1950s with the
building of the Stangrove Estate and ten
years later the Spittals Cross Estate and
followed on by all the new buildings in the
last 20 years. In 2009 it will be 40 years
since the first people moved into Spittals.
What are their stories? What was there
before their houses were built? Where did
the new streets get their names. We hope
this will be an all inclusive community wide
venture for the inhabitants of Edenbridge
with added events other than just an
exhibition at the museum. What a pity we
do not still have our secondary school.

Children in the early 1970s eat fish and chips from a mobile shop
parked in the estate.		
©H. Chapman / TopFoto

“Much housing to the west of the
High Street, all of it suburban
in character except the L.C.C’s
Stangrove Park Estate, 19591961 by the L.C.C Architects’s
Department under Hubert Bennett,
where the long rows of two-story
cottages, wholly weatherboarded
or wholly tile-hung, perfectly catch
the Home Counties small-town
feel.”
From Pevesner - The Buildings of
England, West Kent and the Weald.
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Have you thought of

Volunteering
at
The Eden Valley Museum?
Our Wonderful Gold Star Volunteers

Eden Valley Museum Committee
President

Lord Astor of Hever

Elected Members:
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Galleries and Exhibitions Chairman
Schools’ Representative
Committee Members

Alan Smith
Helen Jackman
Vic Jennings
Anna Griffin
Cheryl Bell
Anne Bickers
Barbara Hale
Brenda Hillman
Julie Johnson

Nominated Members:

Cheryl Bell - Executive & G&EX Com. Education, Children’s Activities
Edenbridge Town Council
Clr Bob Howes
Gary Bradford - Museum Ass., Outreach, Research Group
Parish Councils Representative
Clr Paul Barratt
Sylvia Bowen - Museum Ass., Shop display.
Sevenoaks District Council
Clr Peter Deans
Maureen Burdock - Museum Ass., Rota Organizer
Margaret Billenness
Edenbridge & District Historical Society
Jenny Chettle - Museum Ass., Secretarial help
Stephen Coates - Research Group., Museum Ass.
Curator
Jane Higgs
Ken Cooper - Museum maintenance, Research Grp., Exhibition building
News Editor			
Alan Davies
Sue Cottee - Research Grp.
Ken & Ann Cox - Museum Ass., Artwork, Children’s Actv.
Cad Cust - IT consultant and maintenance
Jean Cust - Internet Publicity
Volunteer Role Call
Karen Dawe - Museum Ass., Housekeeping
Pat Evemy - Museum Ass.
Don & P Garman - Museum Ass.
The role call of active volunteers
Phyllis Grainger - Museum Ass.
Anna Griffin - Chair G&EX Com. Museum Ass. Catering
is growing. Welcome to our new
Barbara Hale - Exec Com., First Aid, Museum Ass.
volunteers and a big thank you to
Rosemary Harrison - Museum Ass.
Una Higgs - Museum Ass.
you and all the regulars We are again
Brenda Hillman - Exec Com., Museum Ass. Research Group
indebted to you all for your dedication
Sandy Hopper - Museum Ass., Secretarial help
Helen Jackman - Sec.to Exe., G&EX Com., Cataloguing Grp. Ldr.
and hard work behind the scenes and
Julie Johnson - Exec.Com ., Research Grp., Museum Ass., Cashier, Catering
in front greeting our many visitors.
Gill Lambert - Museum Ass.
Liz Lavigne - Museum Ass., Children’s Act.,
We now have Jean Cust working from
Alan Layland - Electrical maintenance
home improving our web marketing
Lyn Layland - Enquiries & Research
Dennis Leigh - Maintenance and exhibition building
and Karen Dawes who has kindly
Fiona Lewis - Cataloguing grp.
offered to keep the place clean for me
Peter Lewis - Museum Ass., Publicity distribution, G&EX Com.
Janet Lewis - Museum Ass., Publicity distribution, Cataloguing Grp.
over and above the regular dusting
Rosemary Millen - Office administration assistant
and tidying that the museum assistants
Louise Miller - Research Group
Betty Milsted - Museum Ass., Research Grp., Cataloguing Grp.
undertake. We still need more museum
Peggy Nicholson - Museum Ass.
assistants as it is very difficult to fill the
Vivienne Noble - Museum Ass., Publicity Parish Magazines
Bob Orridge - Museum maintenance, Research Grp., Exhibition building
rota, particularly at weekends. Please
Valerie Parker - Museum Ass.
join if you can. It will make Maureen
Jonathan Penny - Archiving
Derek & E Richmond - Museum Ass.
Burdock’s job much easier. Here I must
Stuart Saunders - Museum Ass., Cataloguing Grp., Research Grp
thank Kay Wilson for her two years as
Brenda Saunders - Museum Ass. Cataloguing Grp.
Cyril Skinner - Museum Ass.
Rota Organiser and Maureen for taking
Janet Slack - Museum Ass.
over from her. It is not an easy job and
Sheila Summers - Asquez Museum Ass., Research Grp., Coll. Management
Nancy Talbot - Museum Ass.
I am extra grateful to those who take it
Margaret Tawse - Museum Ass. Children’s Activities
on.
J.H.
Pauline Whiteman - Museum Ass.
Kay Wilson - Museum Ass., Research Grp.
Edith Wynne-Williams - Model making
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